
ALTERNATE METHOD FOR MAKING DELECTABLE MOUNTAIN BORDERS
Each block is made up of [5] pieced strips.
For strips #1:
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips from background fabric
Cut [28] 2-1/2” squares from various prints

Draw a diagonal line on the backs of all of the 2-1/2” squares.                                       5  4  3  2  1        1  2  3  4  5
Sew a square on the end of each rectangle by placing a square on
each end of a rectangle; sew slightly off the line but towards the outer corner.  Press print towards outer corner.  Open up
and trim excess fabric behind print triangle ¼” from seam allowance.

14 of the “angles” will have to go like this and 14 of the angles should go like this:

For strips #2:  Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 5-1/4” strips from background fabric
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 10-1/4” strips from various prints
                           
For strips #3:     PIECING STRIPS 2, 3, 4, & 5
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 7-3/4” strips from background fabric    Refer to the diagrams below. You will
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 7-3/4: strips from various prints place a background strip on top of a print

strip.  Draw a diagonal line as shown in the
For strips #4: diagram.  Sew, press and cut the extra fabric
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 10-1/4” strips of background print from behind.  Be sure you have 14 strips of each
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 5-1/5” strips from various prints each with the diagonal line going in the

opposite direction.
For strips #5:
Cut [28] 2-1/2” squares from background print                            
Cut [28] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips from various prints                                Sewing line                      Sewing line

     All strips should measure 2-1/2” x 12-1/2”.  Trim any that is too long.

The angles should be 45 degrees - 14 of each size should
go one direction and the other 14 the opposite direction.

Go to page 3 of instructions and starting with “shuffled colors” diagram and following piecing instructions from there.

On-point setting with 9 blocks with spacer blocks [67” x 67”]
Size your blocks as stated in the general directions on page 1.

Cut [2] 12-1/2” x wof strips; sub-cut [4] 12-1/2” squares ~ these are your spacing blocks
Cut [2] 18-1/4” squares ~ cut twice on the diagonal [X] ~ these are your side setting triangles
Cut [2] 9-3/8” squares ~ cut once on the diagonal [/] ~ these are the corner triangles.

Lay your blocks out like Diagram E.  The top block is row #1. The next row with 2 blocks is row #2.  Row #3 has 3
blocks.   The following row with 2 blocks is row #4 and the final bottom block is row #5.

Sew a large setting triangle on each side of the block in row #1 and row #5.  Be sure to refer to the diagram so the
triangles are going the correct direction.     Press towards the setting triangles.

For rows #2 and #4, sew a plain block in between each block, then the setting triangles on each end.  Press.       ~4~
Row #3 ~ Sew a plain block between each pieced block, and then the corner triangle blocks.   Press.

Sew row #1 to row #2, press either direction, and then sew this unit to row #3.  Press.  Sew row #4 to row #5, press either
direction, and then sew this unit to the upper half unit.
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Cut [6] 2-1/2” x wof inner border strips; trim off selvage edges and sew together end to end.

Measure the quilt top through the middle.  Put that number here:  _________

Cut [2] inner border strips the length you wrote on the line above.   Pin and sew one to each side of the quilt top.  Press
towards border.   Measure quilt top again with the border strips on.  Put that number here: _____
Cut [2] borders the length on the line above.   Pin and sew on.
Cut [6] 6-1/2” x wof strips for outer border.    Sew the strips together.  Measure, cut, pin and sew the same as you did the
inner borders.

Binding:  Cut [7 or 8] 2-1/4” or 2-1/2” x wof strips
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